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clergy from the going into the ministry” 

Atlanta, GA area, a few says Smith. Since the mid 
names would possibly 90's Smith has believed, 
come to mind. For many, taught and followed what 
names like Eddie Long, many believe to be an 
Creflo Dollar, Thomas exorbitant brand of 
Weeks or the late Earl Holiness. Herein lies the 
Paulk would probably top controversy. “I first heard in 
the list. There is a new 1994 or '95 a man preach a 
name that has been added sermon about living clean. I 
to that list. One would remember he preached 
quickly concede that Tony about I Corinthians 6:9 (the 
Smith stands in stark unrighteous shall not inherit 
contrast to those previously the kingdom of God) and it 
named. Pastor Tony smith struck me as real 
has been dubbed as interesting. I had never 
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is the Elder/Pastor of The combative. When I first 
Way of God Church of the heard it I thought it was far-
Lord Jesus (TWOGC) fetched and that there was 
located in Lithonia, GA. no love in it because he 
Smith garners an array of was talking about you have 
opinions about his to live right and you can't 
teachings from an do this and you can't do 
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Smith believed that changed my whole outlook” 
God called him to preach Smith explains. Smith says 
and began pulpit ministry in this change in perspective 
August of 1997. Smith that was initiated by a 
recalls the way he received sermon he heard delivered 
his confirmation of God's by his former pastor caused 
plan for his life. “The Lord him to begin to examine the lives of those around him who former pastor Smith decided it was 

professed to know Christ. Once he expedient for him to leave and begin 
began to observe the lifestyles and his own ministry. In January 2003, 
habits of those around him, he the church we now know as The 
realized that he did not like what he Way of God Church of the Lord 
saw. Jesus, began to meet in Smith's 

After preaching for home. The inaugural service was 
nearly four years, Smith says he attended by a total of only six 
began to notice changes in the people. Even with low initial 
beliefs of his former pastor. As time attendance and Smith being a 
elapsed these changes were so novice pastor he was not 
significant, that after talking with his discouraged during the humble 
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